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E©.l!JITAS Elects Editorial Board

l<olvemb~etii Lectures ILS

Worker Democracy
In
the
half hour during which Dr. KolTh~ ~uating editors of EQUI TAS convened on Friday, March 14, to choose the
venbach
addressed
the Society membernew editorial board. Selections were made after each candidate went through an
ship, he gave a broad overview of the conextensive interview before the present-board..
cept of worker democracy ,in corporate
Dorothy Zeman, class of 1982, the newly electedEditor-in-Chief looks forward to
management. This ranged from the detaking on her new responsibilities. One of her main concerns is "the need for more
velopment of trade unions in the latter part
~vestigative reporting of law school and law related issues." Laurie Chisolm, the new
of the 19th century to the full participation
Managing Editor, hopes to increase the size and quality of the staff by encouraging all
in decision-making at the board level by
interested students to join EQUITAS.
representatives from the work force. The
The graduating editors would like to congratulate the following new editors:
legislation in much of Western Europe
mandating worker participation on the
board of-directors of companies employing
more than a certain amount· of workers
Dorothy Zeman
coincides with the emerging theory that
Editor-in-Chief
\
management is responsible not only to the
Michael Coneys
Laurie Chisolm
Mark Conrad
shareh9lders of a corporation, but to i~
News Editor
Senior Editor
Managing Editor
laborers as well.
Linda D. Crawford
Diane Corbo
,
Dr. Kolvenbach outlined the progress
Celeste MIiier
CopyEditc;>r
Production Editor
made by labor from the ad vent of works
Features Editor
councils around the turn of the century,
Ira Abel
Mark Astarita
Howard Schwartz
with elected representatives to present
Photography Editor
Advertising Editor
Business Manager
grievances and claim certain rights ofinformation (i.e., with respect to personnel), to
the Co-determination Act of Western
Germany, passe_d in 1976, which provides
that 50% of the Board of Directors of major
corporations be co_mprised of worker rep1
resentatives. Entrenchment of power in
corporate management by the monied elite
has been obviated in much of Western
by Ronny Green
_7'!'!'1_..,. Europe
through similar co-determination
The team of Paul Gajewski, Richard
statutes. Workers have seen their power to
Macf:-ean and EQUITAS Senior Editor J
influence corporate policy expand from deScott Batterman has won the first annual
cision making at the shop floor to full
National Administrative Law Moot Court
participation on the board of directors. For
Competition, defeating a team'from UCLA
the last several decades the fields of labor
Law School in the finals. The victory was
law and corporate law have been merging
all the more satisfying because ·the only
at an increasing rate in Western Europe
defeat the NYLS team suffered in the enand are now, indeed, inseparable.
Qre competition came in a preliminary
Morale and Profits
round at the hands of that same UCLA
Kolven6ach's lecture was followed by
team.
a 30 minute question-and-answer period
The competition, hosted by the Uniduring which he indicated that although
versity of Dayton Law School, pitted elevprofitability studies have been unde1taken
en teams from all over the country against
to
determine the effect of worker pa1ticipaea~h other. The problem case for the comtion,
their results are inconclusive. Kolpetition dealt with the standard of review
venbach
pointed particularly to the irnand the requirement of a cost-benefit analpo1tant
factor
of employee morale (or lack
ysis in the little-litigated Food Additives
MacLean, Batterman and Gajewski ":'ith award
of
strikes)
on
profitability.
In response to a
Amendment of 1958. The calibre of quesquestion
on
whether
worker
participation
The
t~am,
which
nicknamed
itself
the
semi-final
·
argument
against
Florida
tioning from the bench dearly reached its
might be responsible for the recent flow of
"The
Pros
from
Dover,"
a
reference
from
State
University
was
conducted
by
Batterzenith in the fl.rials, where the bench was
capital from Western Europe to the United
composed of Peter Barton Hutt, former the movie M*A*S*H·, had been working on man and Paul Gajewski- who is Chairman
States (e.g., Henkel's acquisitions) Kolthe
competition
since
early
January,
when
of
the
Moot
Court
Board.
MacLean's
turn
General Counsel to the Food and Drug Advenbach indicated that the Russian·threat
ministration, and the leading authority-on they began researching the brief. After the ·came next, as he and.Batterman then conwas more directly responsible.
briefs
came
in,
the
team
conducted
four
ducted
the
final
argument
against
UCLA.
Food Additive regulation; Professor EdThe event concluded with a wine and .
When asked their impressions of the
ward Ziegler of the University of Dayton practice rounds; with students and profescheese reception where students were able
sors
s~rving
as
practice
round
judges.
The
competition,
all
the
competitors
agreed
Law· School, who helped prepare the probto meet Dr. ' Kolvenbach informally. Dr.
lem: and Jerre Williams, President of the team expressed its gratitude to Hon..Judge that the hardest part of the competition
Kolvenbach is the author of a major article
Di
Fede,
and
Professors
Sullivan,
Scherer
came
during
those
arguments
when
a
team
Association of American Law Schools and
on Worker Democracy in Western Europe
former head of the AHA l::lection on Ad- and Botein, and Moot Court Board Mem- .i1ember was not arguing. As Gajewski debers Richard J asper , Paul Capofari, James scribed it, "It's a feeling of helplessness, to be published in the forthcoming edition
ministrative Law.
of the International Law Society
The competition extends over two Flannagan and David Pollack, for their as- knowing that the entire matter is out of
Journal.
sistance
in
preparation.
your
control."
_days, and 'is unique in that it provides for·
The Speaker Committee of the Inter"From the beginning, we felt it would
Ironically, the greatest .moments of
four preliminary arguments, instead of the
national
Law Society has other events
usual two. As a result, the teams in the come down to.UCLA and us," said Richard nervousness t"or the winning team came
scheduled
for the Spring semester. Watch
1inals had conducted six arguments in two MacLean. In fact, the UCLA brief, written after the preliminary rounds, as they the bulletin boards for future announcefoF
tespondent,
was
used
by
the
team
to
waited
to
find
out
if
they
had
even
days, making it in the words of Scott Batments concerning these events and other
terman, "something of a marathon - as prepare the practice round judges. Mac advanced as far as the semi-finals. After Society functions planned.
(pleas(! tu:m WP<u.le s~en)_
much an endurance test as anything else." ~ean could only sit nervously, though, as by William Holm
On Thursday, February 28, the International Law Society hosted its first guest
speaker event of the semester. Presenting
the lecture was Dr. Walter Kolvenbach,
General Counsel of Henkel, Kg.A.A., one
of the largest West German chemical manufacturers. Henkel, a multinational company with gross annual sales exceeding 4.5
billion dollars, has undertaken substantial
acquisitions in the United States chemical
industry.
Dr. Kolvenbach earned his law degree
from the University ofCologne and his final
degree gaining admission to the German
bar from the University of Frankfurt in
1951. He joined the le~ department at
Hekel shortly thereafter and became a
specialist in foreign law and licensing
agreements. Dr. Kolvenbach became general manager of Henkel's entire foreign operation before rejoining the legal department as General Counsel in 1970. He is an
expert in corporate·legal departments and
worker participation 1n company management, having published. several books in
those fields.
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NYLS Hosts ,W agner·Moot Ct.
After a one-year soujourn, the are expected to do well.
The competition \\;II be held at the law
National Labor Law Moot Court Competition will return to New York Law School at school from Thursday to Sunday, March
the end of this month. 54 teams rep1:esent- 27-30. Over 200 labor lawyers from the
ing 40 schools across the country are com- New York area will judge the briefs and
ing to New York to argue in this year's oral arguments.
Robert F. Wagner Competition, the
largest la.bor coi:ripetition ever held.
NYLS organized and first sponsored
The arguments are expected to focus the Wagner Competition under t he direcon whether hospital interns and residents tion of Professor Marshall Lippman.
and university faculty members are "emp- Named after National-Labor-Relationsloyed" under t he.National Labor Relations Act-s ponsor Senator Robert F . Wagner ,
Act. The Supreme Court recently addres- the competition this year is being cosed t he issue of university faculty, and is ordinated by students on the WagnerComexpected to decide the status of interns and mittee of the Moot Court Association.
residents sometime in the future.
All students, faculty, and other indi''We're expecting a minimum of ten or ~ viduals are invited to attend arguments in
fifteen really good teams," said SBA Presi- any· round of the competition. The final
dent Vin O'Hara, who will be arguing for round ..,vilJ be followed by a catered
NYLS with John Kuntz and Petro r eception.
Stawnychy. A second NYLS team conStudents interested in serving as
sisting of Chris DiGuilio, Emily Klotz, clerks and timekeepers for the competition
and lns Miranda has been arguing against should give theil· name to Gail Kashishian
O'Hara, Kuntz and Stawnychy in practice in Dean Bruce's office.
- Thomau,ynch
rounds for the past two weeks. Both le.a ms

Behind the Eight Ball
Dwight Inn of Phi Delta Phi will sponsor an Eight-Ball Pool Tournament on
Monday, March 24, 1980, at 8:30 p.m. This
event has been arranged through the cooperation of, and will be held at the Downtown Billiard Center, 88 Reade Street
(three blocks south of Worth, on the comer
of Church, 2nd floor).
Competition is limited to NYLS students only (both male and female-separate .

I

If you iJ1tend to play, please list your
name on the sign-up sheet near room C210. Rules-will be posted. The registration
fee is $3.50, to be paid at the door; please
bring your NYLS ID. Good Luck!
- ~iartin Brandfon

Tihe··.Officiall
Bookstote· of··N¥LS·

,.~l

• CASEBOOKS

• LAW CASSETTES

,

• TEXTBOOKS

•

I

• DICTIONARIES

• · REVIEW BOOKS

REST~TEMENTS

-;I

• AND A~L OTHER SCHOOL NEEDS-

II

** NOW· AVAILABL~"* w.-

M

Mcf!)ouga/i & ·Chen on·Human/Rts.
Two New York Law School Profes- tion of human right s in terms of the shaping
sors, Myres S. McDougal and Lung-chu and sharing of values, illustrating their apChen, have just published a timely book proach by a detailed examination of imentitled H 11111c111 R ig/,/:; and Wurld Pu blic pmtant problems concerning "respecr
01tfrr: Th e Bw1ic Pulicie:; o.l <111 lutemu- which they believe to be the core value or
tio1111l LHII' uJ H 1t111<111 Dignity (the othe r all human rights. They offer a broad outline
coauthor being the late Professor Harold of the contemporary global process of auD. Lasswell). The book, slightly over 1000 thoritative decision and spotlight the
pages in length, was officia11y published by emergence of a global bill of rights. They
the Yale University Pr:ess in Februar y explore the conditions affecting human
1980. Professor Richard A. Falk of Prince- rights in the world community and 1·ecomton University has called the book "an im- mend intellectual procedu1•es for relating
mense wor k of scholarly excellence" and fundamental policies about human tights to
"the most important work on human 1;ghts pa1ticula1· instances of choice. They ronein the intemational law literature...
lude that if the a pproprfate predispositions
can be ereated in effective elites, an interIn this comprehensive policy-oriented nat ional law of human dignity can be made
sluuy, the authors recommend a concep- a realistfc goal.
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classes and prizes may be arranged). Night
students will be able to join the games immediately after their last class.

·

N"Y:ll.:s-T:-S:hirts·= ·

Beririnacda·. P.a'rfy· •Resemed·u·led
The Bermuda Party plans have been
slightly changed. Please note that t he
party date has been changed to Thursday,
March 27, in recognition of the possible
conflict with later holidays. The time and
place remain the same: 8:30 p.m. in the
student lounge at 47 Worth Street.
For those not yet aware of it, the
Bermuda •Party is being co-sponsored by
the SBA and the International Law Society. Participants may buy tickets for ten
dollars (one ticket admits two people) and
e nter a dra1iving. The winner will receive
an expense-paid vacation in Bermuda during the spring break. The winner will be
drawn by a process of elimination during
the party.
.
A trip to Bermuda includes round-trip
air fare, transportation to and from the

WO2-0834

Anth ony Moratto, Jr.
83 Worth Street
New Yor k City

********~************
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More than just a great place to meet for
lunch
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WELCOME.'

-~

'

ASSOC/AT/ON OF NYLS RECEIVES A
PERCENTAGE OF GIL'S BUSINESS

.COME· 11\1, -SIT! DOWN, 'Rl;IJ.\X
IN THE.'BASEM ENT' OF
47.· WORTM STREET

Tickets are now available from SBA
representatives, but ,,;11 only be available
for t he next few weeks as supplies dwindle.
Cash or checks are acceptable. ALL ARE

We're workin' our way
back to you!
With bar open till 8
(except Fri.)
and
Disco Ev~ry F r i. -5 pm.-1 am.

*********************
SPECIAL NOTE: TH~ STUDENT' BAR

I

airport at both ends, three nights at the
Marley Beach Cottages, Warwick Parish,
Bermuda, four days on the beach or tennis
courts, meals on the modified American
Plan (breakfast and dinner ), plus spending
money. Good mus ic will also be supplied.
For those who do not win, Bacardi Inc.
has graciously donated plenty of rum to
keep spirits high. An unofficial representative of the company will be on hand to
transform that rum into Daiquiri.es and
Pina Coladas.
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'EQUITAS .

Media· Panel Explores Lifestyles
by Frank Sheehan
field an attorney must have both a good
The Media Law Project of NYLS pre- accounting background and a street mensented a panel on "Legal Lifestyles: Enter- tality. According to Mr. Krasilovsky,
tainment and Communications Law" in the "agents and ·managers are hustlers" and
faculty lounge on March 5. The panel was -"anattorneymustout-hustlethehustlers."
designed to provide students with insight He w as recently involved in a suit involving·
into day-to-day activ:ities of conununi- a Rod Stewart commitment to sing for the
cations and entertainment lawyers.
United Nations. It resulted in a settlement
The first guest speaker was_Melvin of3.5 million dollars.
Simensky, Esq., a partner of Gersten,
The final speaker of the evening was
Scherer and Kaplowitz, and an Adjunct Jerome S. Boros, Esq., a partner of Fly,
Professor_at New York University Law Shuebruk, Blume, Gaguine, Boros, and
School. He is an entertainment law practi- Schulkind, and an author of "Communica_tioner and described the field as consisting tions Law" for the 1973-1974 Survey of
of many different areas such as music, the- American Law. His emphasis was upon
ater, films, and even book publishing. He communications law and the Federal Comstated that he has a "very different view- munications Commission. Most of the cases
point from what a lot of people have con- that he is involved with are public interest
cerning entertainment law. Mr. Simensky suits against the industry. Jie stated that
believes that an attorney in this field should this field o~ law does contain a glamorous
"be a good lawyer first. " He also revealed element which consists of broadcasting and
that this type oflaw is based upon contracts ':elevision arenas. Mr. Boros also disclosed
that convey intellectual property and that that a tremendously large percentage of
the entertainment business is highly re- the communications industry is of a conglated to this type of practice.
lomerate or large corporate nature. This
The second speaker was William B. · corporate size and strength brings in large
Krasilovsky, Esq./ a partner of Feinman, advertising revenues which provide influ& Krasilovsky, P.C., author of a book en- ence and control over listeners and viewtitled Thi,s Business of Music, and a ers.
specialist in copyrignt law. He practices in
the music business, representing such notThere was a wine and cheese reception
ables as Burt Bacharach and Paul Anka. for infol'!}lal discussion and socializing at
Krasilovsky stated that to succeed in this the conclusion of the panel.
(An Advertisement)

'

Costs of legal education soar
The cost of making a lawyer
go~ up every year. The most
visible costs, tuition and textbooks, have gone up between
15-250/o over the last three
years and in the next three
y:ears the rate of inflation
could easily add another .3 0%.
, At the same time, the "inpdental'' · but necessary expenses for transportation,
study. ·aids and bar review
courses are rising at the same
pa~e.
While it is encouraging to
know tliat salaries for starting
lawyers are. also going up
(some major firms are reportedly paying top graduates in
excess of $30,000 per year),
this fact does not make getting
through the rest of law school
any easier. The Josephson
- Center for Creative Educational Services (CES) and Bar
Review Center of America
(BRC) have developed a program to deal with these rising
costs. With a group· they call
NAFI (National Alliance to
Fight Inflation), the combined
buying power of first and second-year students and the· value of a predictable enrollment
base have enabled the companies to offer a package of benefits which permits law students •to get a substantial dis-

,Page3

Retu,ji of the 'Blues Bros.,-

The Blues Brothers
news again. All this and more (or less) by Martin Brandfon
The Third Second Annual 'NYLS Re- including a cast party, to be held at 47
vue will be held on Saturday, March 29 at Worth immediately following the show.
The Third S econd Annual NYLS Re8:00 p.m., at the Murray Bergtraum High
School Auditorium (corner of Pearl Street vue is-sponsored by New York Law School,
and Park Row, behind Police Plaza). Ad- the Student Bar Association, and Dwight
Inn of Phi Delta Phi.
mission is $3.00. Rated R for ridiculous.
If you want to help with the show or
This year's Revue promises to be the
best yet, with talent from all walks. of party, it's not too late! Contact Martin
NYLS-life and depth. The Blue Bros. are Erandfon or Cliff Green, Production
back! The Band is back; the Emcee is front; Coordinators.
Don't be one of those people who says,
and the faculty is out to lunch. Who's on
first remains to be seen; the Village " Gee, I'm sorry I missed it. I heard it was
Plaintiffs are taking-their case to court; and great!" Start your outlines on April Fool's
the NYLS Weekend_ Update is making Day and be at the Revue on March 29.

count on necessary study aids
and, at the same time, roll
back the tuition costs of bar
review.
Students who enroll in a
1'981 or later BRC review
course before March 21, 1980

(the ~tudent may transfer in
the senior year at no cost to
any BRC course in the· country) and pay a $50 non-refundable deposit will receive over
s·100 in outlines, tapes and discounts, a -continuous 10% discount on publications of CES
and·roU back the course price
to 1979 pr~ces.
The written materials include four new unmarked
BRC Law Summaries in Contracts, Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure and Torts in the
first year and a new set of four
outlines in the second year.
The CES discounts include
two 50% coupons on tape sets
(worth up to $30) and a 10%
Preferred Student Discount
Card entitling the early enrollee to cash discoun~ on CES
purchases throughout law
school.
Students who only wish to
freeze the· bar . review course
price may do so by a $25 nonrefundable deposit. ·

Roundtrip from
New York
to Luxembourg

No reslriclions.Confir~e~ reservations• free wine with dinner, cognac after•
no resmcuons on stays to I yr. or advance purchase. Prices valid
from U.S. from March 10 thru May 14, 1980. All schedules and
prices subject to change and government approval. Purchase
tickets in 'the U.S.
r

•

m

212/344-6180
'(An Advertisement)

See your travel agent or write' De pt. #CN
lcelandair P.O. Box 105,
West Hempstead, NY 11552.
Call in NYC, 757-8585; elsewhere, call 800-555-1212 for the
toll-free number in your area.
Please send me:- D An Icelandair flight timetable.
D Your European Vacations brochure.
Name _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address - ::--.,....:..- --:-- - - - - - - -- City _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _....;;.._....:.::.._ _
State _ _ __,_______ _ Zi.,__ __ -'---"-- ---'

Josephson Bar Review Center of America, Inc.
Mar' o-Josephson/BRC: 71 Broadway, 17th Ffoar, New York, NY l0006

Roundtrip
from Chicago
to Luxembourg

-L
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Harlan Finals
, Sched.Ul'ed
'.

' by Paul Capofari
The ent ire law school community is
invited to attend t he finals of this year's
John M. Harlan Moot Court Competition,
whi~h will be held on March 25 at 6 p.m.
in Room A401. The competition is named in
honor of ·f ormer United States Supreme
Court Justice John M. Harlan', who graduated from New York Law School in 1924.
Judges for t he final round have been
selected; the bench will consist of: the Honorable Mary Johnson Lowe of the Southern
District of New York; the Honorable
Charles E. Stewart, Jr., also of the Southe m District, who recently presided over
t he trial of labor leader Anthony Scotto;
and Robe rt B. Fiske, Jr. , Esq., former
United St ates Attorney for the Southern
District. Fiske , who recently returned to
p rivate practice after four years as U.S.
Attorney, successfully prosecuted the ·
drug trial of Nicky Barnes and the racketeering trial of Anthony Scotto.
The case for argument this year,
C11ited Stale;; L'. Mahala, raises the issue of
t he scope of an accused's right to the assistance of counsel, and the novel question of
t he police activites of local anti-crime
groups.
The top three competitors from the
arguments V(ill be given the honor of representing NYLS in the National Compeition
this fall. Many of the othe r competitors will
probably be asked to join the Moot Court
Executive Board.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
We now Cater Parties!

NYLS students
welcome as always

I-HiE,

GA;tWi·y

a~,v

179 WEST BROADWAY

JUST ROUND THE
CORNER ON WEST

Reeruitihg-Is. The .Name.· _:@/ the~·Game
by Ronny Green .
If the name of the law school one attends is not the University of Michigan,
Harvard, Yale, or one of the oth~r "Big
Name" law sc'hools, then chances are the
school is. busy doing something to enhance
its image. New York Law School is no different. The administration is constantly reminded of the fact that New York Law
School needs , to boost its alreadyimproving image. Each divisiop. of the
school's administration is in the business of
selling the name of New York Law School
to the public. The single most important
asset of a .school such as our own is its
students. The students take the name .of
the s chool back to their respective communities and function like_ advertisers.
Everyone that comes into contact with one
of our students becomes cognizant of New
York Law School. I've had relatives from
ot her states call and tell me that they heard
some mention of the nam_e New York Law
School on the. radio or that they ran into
someone who knew someone that attended
New York Law School. I've had friends tell
me similar stories .
· To maintain any longevity, a school
must rely upon its students and its graduates to attract quality students from v.arious areas of the country. There is great
competition among law schools in the business of attracting quality students. As
much as people are against the corporate
structure which a law school must adopt in
order to compete, no one can deny that a
school must enter into competition for the
best students possible in order to enhance·
its image. The better the.students, the better the chances of their being hired byname law firms. As more pe_o plein powerful circles hear the name New York Law
School, our students' chances of being
hired by them increase. When the number
of successful attorneys from New York
Law School reaches a certain level, word
spreads very quickly, and soo.n applicants
from a wider community begin applying.
At present, most of the students at New
York Law School are from the immediate
area (New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut). A graduate attempting to get into a
major corporate law firm in Texas may find
it very difficult, if not impossible to obtain

of New York Law School and who knew
that our school and New York University
Law School were separate entities. I met
students that were th~re for the purpose of
applying to law schools in the New York
area and needed a ·little guidan~e.
This past January I attended a t woday symposium at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, Michigan and again·met
with ma11y students that were interested in
studying in New York; some having ._the
specific intent of applying to New York
Law School. Law schools are in competition not only with one another, but with
other professional schools (i.e. medical_and
business schools), as well as employers. At
the U. of M. ,, there were peopJe sent from
~ all over the country representing various
r:n
,.._ Q corporations as well as the, federal govern-~-~
] ment. There were .representatives from
~ the Central Intelligence Agency, the FedRonny Gree~ and son
eral Bm·eau of Investigation, the Armed
employment without connections. There- Forces and other branches of government.
fore, it becomes emdent that the adminis- IBM and other corporate giants such as
tration must engage in a hard sell campaign · General Motors, United Airlines, Exxon,
all over the country to broadcast the name Manufacturer's Hanover Trust were also
of New York Law School, something Har- represented.
vard and Yale do not have to do.
Other students have been sent to variThe Admiss ions Office has been ous schools, carrying with them the banner
extremely active in pursing this gdal. Un- of New York Law School. The adminislrader the direction of Dean Anthony Scanlon, tion has also funded· programs directed at
New York Law School has embarked upon l.!.!gh school and junior high school s.tua re'cruiting program that has spanned dents. These programs will undoubtedly
across the country. This program is de- have lasting beneficial effect~ and in terms
signed to have short-range as well as long- of imag:e, dropping the name upong the
range effects enhancing the school's image. ears of the public across the country is the
The short-range goal is to have students in best way to sell a product. New York Law
their senior year.in quality colleges a1=ross Schoo1 produces qualified attorneys. When
the nation apply to New York Law School consumers shop in supermarkets, if there
as a first choice. The Adplissions Office has is a practical choice, they'll always choose
sent several students and faculty members the name brand product over a similar proto various colleges across the nation duct with no name. People trust products
spreading the word, seeking to recruit top they've seenor heard of through advertising
students. In late October of 1979, 1 was moreso than those they haven't. This can
sent to the University of California at be said of qual,ity students that have a
Berkeley to attend a Graduate Minority choice of law shcools to attend. The same is
Opportunity Day held at the school. I came true of law firms searching for junior atinto contact with several hundred people torneys. When they become aware of the
aside from those specifically considering fact that New York Law School is producapplying to law ~chool. Tlfe experience ing quality attorneys, our graduates'
proved to be a fruitful one for me ~ well, chances of being hired over another law
I'm sure, as for the people who attel}ded school's graduates increases to the degree
the symposium. I was surprised at the that-our marketing campaign has been sucnumber of people who had already known cessful.
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'BROADWAY BETWEEN
WORTH AND LEONARD
·Hard. Liq~or.

Hot Sandwiche~
Good Prices Tool
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Quality
·value
Service
Traditional and Designer
Bran.d N aine Clothes,
for Men & _W omen
All at off~price
your new neighbor invites y-ou to come browse between classes
You'll like what we've got!
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Brandfon:.A' Man witfl, Falent{ 1deas·-arid:.a Goal
were too few and far between."
Martin opted instead for th~law. "I
"Initially shocked," are the words
Martin Brandfon uses to describe liis reac- was impressed by people who were dyntion to being selected Dwight Inn Graduate amic personalities in the law, such as Clarof the Year for 1979-1980 by the Phi Delta ence Darrow," he explains. He also felt
Phi Intemational Legal Fraternity. The that his bac~ground'in theater would be a
presentation, made annually by the mem- helpful foundation for the study of law.
bers of Phi Delta Phi, is designed to honor "The tools of the theater, communication
the student who has ren~ered the greatest and rhetoric," he states,"are also imporservice to the ·Fraternity throughout the tant in the legal profession."
Martin has put his communication tayear.
Although this year's honoree has been lents to good use at New York Law School.
active in the New York Law School's In addition to his contributions to Phi Delta
Dwight Inn of Phi Delta Phi, and has Phi, Martin has served as Student Bar Asserved as Magistrar (President) of the Inn sociation representative for three years.
for the past year, he never expected to be He even ran for SBA President during his
selected. "l voted for someone else," he first year, losing by only one vo~e. "I was
disappointed," he reminisces, "but I'm
candidly admits.
Such candor distinguishes the.person- kind of glad I lost, now, he adds with a
ality of Martin Brandfon. In a recent smile.
Leam ing the Ropes
interview with EQUITAS, he spoke
It was during the fu-st-year orientafrankly about his experiences in Phi Delta
tion program that Martin became acPhi and New York Law School.
quainted with Phi Delta Phi. He met
Martin states that he decided to attend
fraternity members Lenny Ross and Jonah
law school because he felt he "was getting
Triebwasser, the latter of whom is a former
into a rut,·· and needed a "more intellecEditor-in-Chief of EQUITAS. They extual" envil'onment. Although_legal study
plained the function of the Fraternity, and,
was something which "hacl been in the back
in addition, gave the present Magistrar adof' his mind "for some time," the thirty-yearvice on how to sw·vive his first year of law
old Long Island native had a checkered
school. "They showed me the ropes,"
career before coming to New York Law
Martin laughs, ''and I tho1:1ght that was a
School.
good way to begin law school." He explains
that the Phi Delta Phi members he came
to know were "good students,•· but that,
more importantly, they "also knew how to
enjoy themselves in other pm-suits." They
were not, in other words, "unidimensional. ..
Never becoming "unidimensional" is
impo11:ant to M:u1:in Brandfon. He feels
that la\V students are, all too often, j~
that. "Some students go through here
(New York Law School) so oblivious,
they're not even aware of anyone othe1·
than themselves," he notes sadly. Martin
concedes that legal study is demanding.
j "I've personally had to make many
"': sacrifices to get through law school," he
·~ says, pointing to less time for movies and
Ill· -r:- ·· · --,;··"-" ,,y·cw ] theater, as well as for physical fitness. An
Martin Brandfon
~ a,·id bicyclist, Martin has been forced to
A graduate of Harpur College with a · limit his riding primarily to the daily trips
major in theater, Martin has worked as, between his home in Manhattan and school.
among other things, a photograpner and an
But law study has not limited the
actor, and has had small roles in films such scope of Martin's interests. He suggests
as "The Goodbye Girl," "King Kong,.. and that students be more aware of "what's
"An Unmarried Woman." Although the around them;" that they become more ''inpaits in each film are very short, Martin volved... He also stresses the need for huproudly announces that he did spend a man relations skills. "As a lawyer, a person
"full forty-five seconds'' in front of the needs to be able to relate to people on a
camera in one episode from the movie "The one-to-one level, not just as a case or file
Front" with Woody Allen. He concedes number;· he states. "The better a per~on
that the film work was "interesting," and can do this, the better the lawyer he or she
"paid well. financially," but that "roles ,,.ill be...

By Deborah DeLeo

Martin admits that not all students are
uninvolved. "It's not that every student is
here in law school just to eventually make
more money;" he explains, noting that he
has made some close friends at New York
Law School, "it's just that you'd think that
students would be more dynamic."
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Phi Delta Phi Magister

The sam~ criticism, Martin believes,
can be leveled at faculty members, most of
whom he considers "uninspiring." Although there are "a few qualified teachers"
atNewYorkLawSchoolwhochallengethe
students' intellect, he feels the faculty, in
general, is characterized by "uneveness."
"You would think," he remarks, "that we
the students, as the 'consumers' of the
Law School, would be entitled to more
balance.·•
Growth of Fraternity
But in spite of the apathy at New York
Law School, ~tudent organizatio113 have,
according to Martin, been more "visible" on
campus during the past_year, "th~ to
the hard work of the studentleaders. Part
of this increased visibility may be attributed to the growth of Phi Delta Phi under
the leadership of its Magistrar. Martin
points proudly to the fact that the Dwight
Inn, established at New York Law ~ch?Ol
in·l899, and theoldeststudentorgamzation
on campus, has tripled its membership
within the past year. A 1arge percentage?f
the new members are women, and Martm
notes that it is possible that the Dwight Inn
could have a female Magistrar soon, a not
uncommon occurance among the Inns since
the Fraternity became co-ed in 1969. There
are also more evening students than ever
before in the Fraternity. One of the ViceMagistrars (Vice President), Ju_dy Goldenberg, is an evening student. Other offi<;ers include: JoAnne Celusak, Vic'e-Magistrar; Svetlana Petroff, Historian; Jerry
Grow, Exchecquer; Cliff Green, Clerk; and
Sharon Hernstadt, Parlimentarian and
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Sargent at Arms. Faculty advisors for P~
Delta Phi are Professors Setaro and Silverman.
Dw-ing his tenure as an officer at
Dwight Inn, Martin has found it easy to
"delegate responsibility to willing people."
He also feels the administration has been
generally "cooperatjve" and_has treated his
organization fairly, particularly Dean
Bruce. Such cooperation, Martin concedes,
has made his job this year "easier," and has
encouraged the growth of the organization.
Another important reason for the
growth of the Frati3rnity, according to·tbe
Magistrar, is the fact that it is not only a
"pre-professional association." ltis "people
who can offer support and friendship;" so
that days in school, particularly during the
first year, need not be spent ''in isolation."
Inn activities have included: an annual
"survival seminar" to aid first year students in studying, pre~arn:1g course outlines, and taking exarrunations; an annual
end-of-year dinner, at which the Ira Stone
Award is presented to a faculty member in
recognition of service to the Inn; and
numerous social events, such as speaker
programs which are open to the general
student body; and this year, the Third Second Annual New York Law School Revue.
"Social events," Martin points out, "make
the whole law school experience more
pleasant." "And, he emphasizes, his face
breakinginto a broad grin, ''it's a good way
of being introduced to people."
The 'Magistrar was acc<>rded an even
greater opportunity to meet many Phi Delta Phi members when he attended the annual international convention in Quebec
last August. He was a representative from
Province One, the geographic area which
includes the Inns located at St. John's University, Fordham,' Brooklyn, and New
York Law School. Martin states that he
"felt really good about being from Province
. One.·• "I felt" he elaborates, "that New
York Law School was on a par with any of
the other schools in the country." "We are
very progressive here."
When asked what he would like to see
the Fraternity accomplish in the future,
Maitin pauses thoughtfully. "I'd like to see
more academic programs with speakers,"
he states,_as well as "rap sessions" where
"students can communicate with one
another'' and "let off steam" about professors and courses, "especially between first
year students and upperclassmen."
k
Future 0 ut100
As to his own future, Mrutin is less
ce1tain. Admitting that he. has no permanent position "lined up" upon graduation
this June, he speculates that he will
(please turn to page tl1frteen)
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Dwight I nn, P h i Delta Phi
8-BALL POOL TOUR NAMENT

I

Monday, March 24, 8:30 P .M.
Q_owntown B illiard Center

88 Reade St, 2nd F l.

Cozy Atmosphere .;._ Fine Wines
Delicious Foods - Reasonable Prices - Good Vibes

Tel.: 226-9919 .
OPEN: MONDAY -

FRIDAY, NOON TO 3 A .M.

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, 5 P.M. TO 3 A.M.

( Off

Registrat ion $3.50

Trophies

(NYLS Students On ly)

21 6th~AVENUE'.

Walker Street) 4 Blocks from NYLS
·

EQurTAS .

School Drills for Paydirt

Indian LawConference Set

l:>Y Celeste D. Miller

The addition of 53 Worth Street to
New York Law School has alleviated some
space problems. However the school's
The first New York Area Symposium
plans for expansion are not yet- complete.
on American Indian Law will be held at
Plans for a fourth building are being miµled
New York Law School on Saturday, ¥arch
over by the Board of Trustees. Tentative~
22, from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. The proplans -call for the fourth building to be
gram will include Indian land claims, fedfinished in two years. Its site would be the
era1 legislation affecting Indians, and interproperty adjacent to 47 Worth, ownea by
national remedies available for grievances.
NYLS a nd currently leased to the Edison
The speakers will include: Oren
Parking Corp.
Lyons, Onondaga Nation Council Chiefs;
As the first step in the building proSam Deloria, Executive Director of Indian
cess, the underground strata is now being
Law Center, Univ. of New Mexico School of
studied by civil engineers. No architect has
Law; Frank Ryan, Lecturer, Harvard
been recommended by the school's building
. Law School, Director of American Indian
committee as of this date, nor has a formal Program at Harvard; Bill Means, Internastatement been issued regarding building
.
t
-~
tionallndian Treaty Council-U.N.; Arlinda
plans.
:c;'ll!!lt:~
Locklear, Native American Rights Fund
The administration envisions that this
_ Representative.; Tim Coulter, Executive
fourth building might provide two very
] Director, Indian Law Resource Center:
iarge classrooms, enabling the first-year
, .
Bert Hirsch, Association of American Inclass to be divided between two sections for
, -~
~ dian Affairs; Marguerite Smith, Attorney
their required courses. The added space
~ for the Shinnecock Nation; Howard BerDrilling crew conductirig tests•
would allow for library expansion and more
man, Lectur er, Buffalo (SU'NY) School of
accessible shelving for books and adminis- some more breathing room for his devoted ing them urbe cautious. Nonetheless, it is Law. Registration fee is ~.00. Those wishexhilarating for students to see NYLS' ex- ing to attend must pre-register by March
trative records. Staff members would be patrons.
Financial considerations weigh heav- pansion and realize that with it, we will 18. Forms are available in Room 210, 47
provided with some sorely needed office
space and maybe Gil, too, could be given ily on the minds of the planners, encourag- become a more competitive law school
Worth Street.
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Moot Court Honors...
the fir-st four rounds, the team was 3-1, as Harold R. Leventhal of the Court of Apwere UCLA and two other teams. Two peals for the District of-Cohunbia Circuit,
teams were undefeated, and thus automat- will be on display in the school for the year
ically advanced to the semi-finals. "I r eally - plans are now being made by the Moot
w-asn't at all sure we had a chance - there Court Executive Board to acquire a display
were two other teams I thought would be cabinet for the Moot Court Room, to house
ahead, of us on points: UCLA, who had this trophy and others won in previous
beaten us, and the Univer~ity of. Indiana, years, now scattered thoughout the school.
who had beaten UCLA," explained Mac- After the year, the trophy will travel to
Lean. After an "interminable" luncheon ·Dayton and be presented to the winner of
and a round ofspeeches, the announcement next year's competition. At that time a rewas made. The last team announced was plica will be presented to NYLS.
The team wishes to express its appreNew ¥ork Law School.
The trophy, named in honor ofthe late ciation to the Moot Court Board of the University -of Dayton for an excellent job in
conducting this tournament; particular
thanks go to Edna Scheuer, ChiefJustice of
the Board; Steve Koch, who supervised the
competition; and very special thanks to
Elyzabeth Holford, a member of the Board
who took t ime out to serve as hostess and
guide to the NYLS team.

Stop

excus~
~life
away..

Everyone has an excuse
for not seeing their doctor
about colorecta.l cancer. However. every year 52,000 men
and women die of colorectal
cancer in this country &11me.
Two out of three of these
people might be saved by
early detection and treatment.
Two out of three.
So what is your excuse?
Today yoti have a new. ~imple, -..
practical way of providing
your doctor with a stool
specimen on which he can
perform the guaiac test This
can detect signs of colorectal
cancer in Its early stages
befor.e symptoms appear.
While t\'10 out of three people
can be saved. Ask your doctor
about a gualac test. and stop
excusing your life away.
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D.G. - Staff is (was) correr.t. I wouldn't have print_ed
tbis'. J:T.

J.T. - Thanks! Botf muJt be
doing something right .....
ct,eck page one (upper left).
Don't you agree? D.G.
Dear Denise: when I stop by
Gil's and ask for 115 lbp of
the 'good stuff', you'll know
what I mean.
Love and Kisses - S.H.
Paula - Thinking of you.
Howard
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To the turd who helped hi~/ What 11'1 GREEK GIRL was
her self to a pair of ski seen not playing cards last
gloves In Gil's: You've got Wednesday night?
An informed source
the moral turpitude to be at
NYLS-RD
Oochie, Would. you be my
-i0'1JobD.: Confidential, six- date to the Senior Prom?
Big Louie
teen candles and Bot:-they'll
bum bri5ht, I'm all yours af- Bob C.; Your heart isn't in
ter midnight tonight.
the game_a11ymore.
Lolita
Hoyle

-

J .F. - Congrats and saluta- Richie W.: Congratn,r'i_:'1he

tions on your appearance in new job.
Interest!!
Chen
Public
RD
would be proud of you!
D.G.:
If
Virginia
only
knew!
Zad
The girls
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Suitable for buying or selling used books, locating or advertising available apartments
or sublets, personal notes, etc.

$3.00 Alumni

Why not ATTE ND Tl fE FIRST CLINIC ABSO·
LUTEL-Y FREE on June !Sth, !9S()_

Year of Graduation

Six Sundays, start.ing J une 15th, 1980, 1-4 P.M., in the
N. Y. Hilton Hotel, 6th Ave. at53 St., N.Y.C_ Fee: ~95.

Zip Code

Address

I•

Hundreds of students from NYLS have been com·incoo
that what t hey learned at THE KASS ' PROBLEM
!~~!;\ ~~l~LINICS was es._sential to I.heir su= s in

$.75Alumnl

Name

LAW SCHOOL
Knowing how to write answers the way Bar E xamine~
want to see them written can make the crucial diffe~nce.

each additional line or portion

$.50 Students

AREN'T LIKE
EXAMS

5 lines or less of 39 characters
(letters and spaces)

~2.00 Students

BAR EXAMS

Undergradultes can auend our June series, and another
series, on graduation, upon p~yment or only one re<:

Amount Enclosed

A TOTAL OF 16 DIF FERENT \'ERY DIF F ICULT
ESSAYS WILL BE COVER ED IN EACH SERlES,

Make checks payable to Eq1JltaS and mall to
_:

EQUITAS
New York Law School
57·Worth Street
New York, New York. 10013

For further information

I~

CQntact:

KASS PROBLE)l ANALYSIS Cl,IJl;IC$

:!7 William Stn..,,. K. Y.C.
(Wh. :: -~'ll())
~- l l
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j
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Dennis T. Gagnon
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Andrew Franklin, James Frankie, Gail Gutmann, 8obert Hicks, William Holm,
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Students ·Have\ !flig·hts 'T 00
'

Je rre Williams, President of the Association of American Law Schools,
recent:J.y stated:
·

An unfortunate trap a law school can fall into is to alluw law
students to publish the lµw school newspaper or magazine and thelJ.
send it out to the alumni, I have seen this self-defeating process in
operation. Quite a few law schools have put control pf the law school
publications in the hands of knuwledgeable and concerned faculty
members. This has proved gratifying and effective.
"Gratifying and effective" perh.aps, but for whom? Certainly not for those
people who believe in the First Amendment. Certainly not for those who
believe in a strong and vigorous student press to fight for the rights of their
fellow students. The only people for whom it is gratifying are those who do not
want faculty or administration · to be accountable for their -actions. The only
people for whom it is effective are those who wish to stifle student expression.
With students in positions qf responsibility both in and out of law school administering the first year oral argument requirement; publishing the Law
Review; working part-time; raising a family- Presiaent Williams' suggestion
is insulting at best. EQUITAS would like to ask President Williqms whether or
not the law students, whose lives and careers are at stake, are a recognized
constituency within the Association of American Law Schools;_and, if so, who
speaks for them?

Fact:·or- .~ieti.0n1?
The American Lawyer, for the second time in recent history, has made New
York Law School the object of its questionable journalistic practices. In their
January edition, they published a story about the placement office which
contained factual misstatements. (See "Real Facts of Legal Labor,"-EQUID\S,
February 1980). This time they decided to attack Dean E. Don~ld Shaprio.
Among the allegations made is the statement that the school provides a leased
car and chauffeur to the Dean. The fact is that the school maintains a leased car
for the use of t,he entire administration, and that the "chauffeur" is a regular
school employee who at times is asked to serve as a driver, in addition to his
regular duties. The article further points <:)Ut that NYLS has a tuition remission
policy which partly inures to the benefit of the C>ean because he has a daughter
at Harvard College. It neglects to point out that the policy aids other members
of the tenured faculty, and that other law schools in the area have similar
policies in order to be able to compete for qualified faculty. The article goes to
great lengths to discuss the Dean's expense account, claiming that Chairman of
the Board of Trustees John Thornton has overridden Dean Graham on the
, pproval of expenses. Unfortunately, Dean Graham informs us that he was

,
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slightly misconstrued: Dr. Thornton does have the power to override, but
in order to disapprqve; he will not even see an exp~ns~ voucher unless it is'
already approved as fully docl,lfilented and justified.
·
Dean Shapiro has informed us that he does not intend to respond at this
time. Given the caliber and stature of his accusers, thi·s is-perfectly understandable. With its record for accuracy, the bu rden should 'b e on Ameritan Lawyer to
document its claims. The American .Lawyer's actions are disturbing, as. there is
still great need for responsible.nationwide news coverage of the legal profession. Hopefully, The American La;wyer will realize this n~ed, eschew its policy of
sensationalism, and take the high road from now on.
As a final note, this paper would like to state that while it has strong
disagreements with Dean Shapiro covering almost evezy area of the administration of New York Law School, it feels that the battle should be waged on the
field of facts ~nd policies, not personalities.
EQUITA S is proud to announce that for the third straight year we have been
prese.,:ited w ith a first place award by the Columbia Scholastic Press Associal ion,
in its annual competition. The competition embraces scholastic publications
nationwide. The editors and staff th'ank our readers for their support and contributions, and for giving us a purpose and the incentive to maintain such journalistic
quality.
0

-.Answers a·nd Co·UnterclGifflS
one of the most successful and prestigious
To the Editor:
I hope the readers of EQUITAS also events ever to be held at the New Yoi:k
read the New York Law Journal so that Law School. Nearly 200 people., from as far
they may be more accurately apprised of away as Syracuse, New York, attended our
New York Law Schoots .interests and ef- Metropolitan Conference on Women and
forts to recruit minority students. The en- the Law. As President of LAW, I am in the
closed report of the Consortium of Metro- unique position of knowing who lent their
polita)) Law Schools is self-explan~tory and time and energy in ensuring the success or
provides much of the source material for the Conference.
the article which appeared in the New York
First, my personal and deepest felt
LawJo-unial on December 7, 1979.
t h ~ go to Lis~ Rubel and PriscillaMarco
New York Law School does not have who, as co-Chairperso~, gave their vacato stoop to any comparisons with Rho- tion and virtually every waking moment
desia. As you will note, our record in towards making the Conference a well-atminority enrollment and financial aid com- tended event. Every member of LAW genpares very favorably to those of all the erously ·gave of themself. Several LAW
other law schools in 'the metropolitan area members, however, gave above and beconsortium.
yond the call of duty, giving up valuable
With all best wishes.
vacation and study time, and-deserve speCordially, cial mention and special thanks: Eva Baer,
Margaret S. B~am CaroIBast, Tina.Boyer, Emily Klotz, PegActing Dean gy La Rose, Susan Laufer, Chris Lepe~
( Editor's note: This letter is iu res-ponse to Pat McFarlin, Colleen Meyers, Kai-en
the National Lau.yers Guild article which Nemirof:f, Ellyn Polansky, Jim roth, Solappeared in our February issue. The re- edad Rubert, Susan Russell, and Novalyn
po11 indicates that of the seven schools Winfield.
studied, NY_LS . has the second f!ighest
To our neighoors, phonemates, and,
1111mber ofminority students and the lm-g- hopefully, still our friends on the 2nd Floor
est dollar value of scholarships gran ted to of 47, our thanks for your understanding
this group. The report is available in the when our tempers got short waiting to use
EQUITAS ojficeforreview.)
the phone. We are especially grateful to the
To the Editor:
National Lawyers Guild for putting up
I am in receipt of a copy of your news- with the chaos and mess of the last few
paper for February, 1980.
months in our office. A special thanks to tbe
With regard to the article dealing with 1LS ''Boys" (Bill, Charlie and Jerry) for
the trial of Mmtin Paul· Solomon v. New their generosity in sharing their office
Yo1;k Law School, I believe that I have space when we neec!ed to exp¥1d our base
been misquoted, and l ask that it be cor- ofoperation. Thanks also to Dennis Gagnon
rected. At no time did I ever state that and the staffofEQUI TAS for your support
Judge Sweet was discourteous to either me and encouragement of this as well as our
or my client. I feel that this comment' is other proj_ects throughtout tl}e year.
unfair and m~y create problems for me if I
Special thanks also go to Professors
should appear before Judge Sweet at some ·Nancy Erickson, Christine Chlnkin, Cathy
time in the future.
Sullivan, JaneCTracy; Lynn Strudler,
Accordingly, I ask that you print a Kukla Broekman, Pam Landberg, Joanne
retraction of that statement.
Reale, the faculty secretaries and our
Thank you for -your attention to this friends in the copy center for their unendmatter.
ing support, advice and assistance. Our
Very truly yours, thanks to Phil King and hisstaff for enablBARLOW & BARLOW · ing us to bring off the Conference smoothBY: Joyce Krut ick Barlow ly.
·
(Editm'snot,e: EQUI TASregrets the use of
the -word "stated" in th-is context. Barluw
Orie final persoanl note: I was disapsimply stated that the judge "made faces" pointe<l in t he attitude of the NYLS adwhen stai,ements favorable to Solomon minist, ation which can best be summari?,ed
wmi made. She dul not say that the judge ·as fol ·ows: "We offer no·assistance to s.tuwas discourteous.)
.dent b'l'OUps until we lmow their efforts will
be successful. After all, if they
it'~
To the Editor:
thejr failure, but if they succeed, it's
On -&aturday, Feb~ary 2, 1980,, the su~ss." Had it not been for the support
Legal Association for Women sponsored
, ( please turn to page nim)'
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Answ4trs cand Counte ,clalms~..
( continued.from page eight)
which came from other members of the
NYLS community and from friends in the
legal community, their attitude would have
resulted in a disasterous failure. Their negative attitude ensutes failure to studentinitiated events. It is unfortunate since
their assistance and experience, particularly during the early planning of our
events, could have prevented alot of headaches and ensured a success for which we
could now ~hare the credit. Due, however,
to their philosophy, I feel-obliged only to
thank those who truely helped LAW in
making our conference the success it was.
Carol Schlein
President, LAW
To the Editor:

While traveling by plane du1ing our
1·ecent' intersession vacation, I had the
good fortune to be seated next to a captain
of a major international airline. He was a
very patriotic Alabamian, a former Air
Force pilot and was heading home to do
some bunting during a vacation from his
home base in West Berlin. For the past few
years, he has flown short routes over most
of Eastern Europe, including Russia. Our
conversation turned from travel to politics;
the current events at that time included the
1·~ent invasion of Afghanistan by the
Soviet Union and the continuing crisis in
kan.
The captain showed keen insight into
European sentiment toward America and
our foreign policy (or lack thereof). He ex_pressed feelings of embarrassment and
humiliation as a 1·esult of our lack of reaction to M'oscow·s coup.
While I did not agree totally on any
drastic military intervention in Afghanistan, I was amazed by what he told me about
the city of Moscow. He'g been there numerous times and described the atmosphere as "Thirteenth Century" in terms of
accommodations. Foreign currency must
be exchanged for rubles at inflated rntes.
Four hotels are open to tourists. There is
no central heating and there are no -telephones in the- rooms. As a matter of fact,
there are only about 20,000 private phones
in Moscow - and 11u directory! Meals must
be ordered and paid for in advance. There
are no public bars or restaura~ts that you
can just drop into for refreshment or mingling with the locals. According to him, the
sights can be seen in two days and the night
life is nonexistant.
I mentioned to him how appalled I was
about the fact that, dmingthe 1980 Olympks, all of Moscow's child1·en between the
ages of eleven and seventeen have been
ordered to attend summer camps, . rather
than being permitted to witness the spectacle in the city, lest they be exP.Osed to
"foreign" ideas. He laughed ~ryly at my
naivete and commented "What do you expect from them'! They're ~till living in the
Dark Ages. America must wake up to
this."
This b1ings me to the subject. of the
Olympics, the proposed U.S. boycott of the
summer games, and our pressure on other
nations to join us in this boycott.
My feeling-s on this topic are mj:n"?_red
by those ofa close friend of mine as expressed in a recent letter I received from England. A former captain and record holder a:
the University of Edinburgh ~wim team,
liis wife was a member of the Scottish National fencing team. I quote him djrectly,
"This boycott is the stupidest thing I
e\ter heard of. In ancient Greece·the Garnes
we-re held du ring wars: a temporary truce

was announced while they went on. fn
other words, they represented an oasis of
fiiendly competition and sporting excellence even ~ a gri.m world. Things are
bad in world politics and, accordingly, I
feel we need the CQmraderie, the peaceful
competition, the pleasure of the Games
even more. Those who say the Berlin
Games were a. showpiece of Nazi propaganda are quite wrong. The Olympic Committee ordered all the Swastikas taken
down from the stadium the first day.
Hitler's theories of Aryan racial superiority were decisively repudiated by the four
gold medals of Jesse Owens. So far' from
being a propaganda t1iumph for hinl, he
actually stormed out of the stadium in order not to have to present Owens' medals.
Owens himself has recorded that he owed
his long-jump world r_ecord to advice from
the German champion about his nm-up.
These men became fine friends, and fhHf, it
seems to me, is what the Games are about.
Destroying them to put insignificant pres:mre on Russian foreign policy is perfectly
silly. But then Carter and Thatcher are
perfectly silly. I get pretty cross about all
this."
Rather than using the games for political (or enterp1ise) purposes, we should remember that they were of religious oligin
- to glo1ify the Godlike achievements of
the superb athletes of the day. Somehow
this spilit has been lost amidst nationalism
and ethnocentrism.
Personally, I support the Olympic
movement to restore the g-c1mes to their
homeland in Greece. In the meantime, our
athletes should not be dep1ived of an opportunity to compete in games that ai-e
only held once every four · years. How
would our politicians feel if we boycotted
the 1980 elections or erased their names
from the ·ballot after their hard-fought
campaigns·?
In sho1t, as witnessed by the 1·ecent
Winter Olympics at Lake Placid, the pJ·ide
that we feel in the success of ow· Olympic
teams can only se1·ve to unify our nation
and others at a critical point in history
when the world seems to be coming apa1t
at the seams. By participating in the
Olympics, we can begin to ·mend om\:rifts
with our foes without alienating our
fliencls. By implementing a boycott we can
only do ftuther damage to already-battered international relations.
Sincerely,
Martin Brandfon
To the Editor:
There is no doubt that Gil's is an im-

portant part of NYLS. As the central
meeting and eating place one might say it's
the only real "campus"we have. The bookstore outlet is also an essential service provided to students. However, there is one
crucial area where Gil's is deficient. That is
in supplying our student bodi~s with some
healthy food alternatives. At first, I
thought it was merely my finicky taste
leading me astray, but I discovered there is
a substantial number of students who
would prefer that Gil's serve some nutritious alternatives to the selections n?w offe.r ed there.
The quick snack between classes is the
most popular type of transaction that takes
place across the front counter, and itis here
that the fare is most limited and most unhealthy. 'J:here is,no reason why nutritious
alternatives to the sugar-laden pastries
and refined food products now served
couldn't be made available. Whole grain
pastries which are minimally sweetened

'

are now commercially available and supply

more than empty calories. Fresh fruit, yogurt, raw nuts and whole grain breads
could be easily supplied. For students who
don't want to consume caffeine between
every class, herbal teas or vegetable broth
bullion cubes should be available.
From time to time I have asked Gil to
consider some of the above to the menu and
each time received some evasive runaround. The yogurt machine which was finally purchased is hardly more nutritious
than ice cream and the money would .have
been better spent on a "home yogurt
maker'' if Gil found commercially prepared
yogurt impossible to obtain. In any case, a
quick scan across the front counter·would
convince anyone that Gil's should open itselfup to some healthier alternatives.
Sincerely,

Gary Graifman
To the Edito r:

During my nearly three years of attendance at New York Law School I have
come to notice a serious omission in the law
school curriculum. Law students are
trained to analyze a myriad offactual situations in light of the rerevant worldsituation. I believe that this important
facet of legal education is overlooked by
almost every law school in America, ~d
that such an oversight is a terrible mistake.
In the course of a legal education the
law student. is exposed to a great many
theories concerning what the law is, how it
originated and what purposes it ought fo

serve. we·are, on the other hand, almost
never exposed to the data that would allow
us to intelligently answer the question of
whose interests the law furthers. And that
question is of far greater importance and
urgency to those aspiring to a practice of
Jaw.
Looking at it as benignly as possible,
law, in a republican society, is the means by
which the eligible majority imposes behavioral conformity upon the individual. In a
great manY, instances, however, the law
does not even attain this dubious honor.
Rather, it is a· tool used by the ecomonic
and political elite· of American society to
protect its interests- often at the expense
of the poor, the alienated, and the disenfranchised. And, all too often, it is the
attorney who devises the means by which
the law can protect those interests and enforce that conformity. Perhaps it is
theoretically possible to devise a system of
law that is truly neutral and egalitarian
both in its foundation and in its enforcement. There has never been such a system
devised in any post-tribal society, however. Law in the modern, post-industrial
capitalist society has, inevitably, become
an instrument used to repress socially unpopular behavior patterns and to protect
and further a patently inequitable system
of wealth distribu~ion. More often than not,
the law has been used to maintain the status quo rather than to correct its inequities.
It is in this aspect of the law, that
(please tum to page thirteen)
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Jurisprudence: McDougal's Unrequited Love
_
· y Lainie R . Fastman - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - --,--- - - - - - - - - On the bulletin board, a few days before this term started, Prof. McDougal had between classes!) I do know the base values they have at their disposal and have already
posttd his assignment preceded by the confident wo.rds: "I expect students to be familiar explain~d their strategies, and t he outcome isn't bad at all, but read on for that . At the
with at least one 0f the following works in jurisprudence." This expectation seemed time I was panic stricken and did not imme_d iately follow the advice of the H elpful Ones. I
singularly unreasonable at the-time; later I learned to refer to it as an illusion. Eeing
was still indignant, t hat's why. I fe1t l·was entitled to communication.
diligent, conscientious, plodding, I did read the first two essays before classe& started.
I decided to confront my afflictor and have it out. I resolutely walked up to our
Finding that a careful reading yielded nothing more than an occaisional flash of jnsight, I
professor after class, looked him· straight .in t'he eye and asked him forcefully if he could
started again. This time I first looked up the definition of jurisprudence fn Web.ster's. recommend an introductory essay. He suggested an article on reserve in the library by
Well, I can tell you now that the definition given was mostly wrong, placing too much Eisuke Suzuki. It started with a bang', in plain English; I was delighted. 1 knew I could
emphasis on legal rules and none on operations, but of course I did not know that at the learn, just like Koko, the talking chimp. But Eisuke soon switched to J apanese and lost
time!
me·. The next article I tackled was by John Moore and at last, the seed had been sown fora
Armed with my definition I tried again, to no avail. The ffrst lecture proved equally glimmer of unde1-standing.
unsettling. There were some brilliant discourses be.tween the professor and one or two of
The problem of course with these very first essays is the use of a kind of metathe students, who were obviously t horoughly familiar with every one of the recommended language which Professors McDougal and Lasswell have-created to discuss thei.r subject.
works. (I remembe 1: dreaming that those students met with an unfortunate accident in the "A meta-language in its.classic sense," saysJ ohn Moore, "is a linguistic system for precise
unfinis hed elevator shaft of B-building. And I was such a good person before I came here!)
definition of another language." This special vocabulary is needed to .allow us to .step
Now, I was feeling what every worthwhile person ought to feel according to Mary outside Of language itself in a sense,, to avoid using words that are laden with meaning
McCa1thy; a sense of indignation! Having been raised by confident, loving parents, I'd
which we do not want and to enable us to theor ize 1n exact, agreed upon te11ns. It thus
always had the sneaking suspicion (mistaken, of course) that I could have learned the affords a kind of shorthand which permits us to use few words for many ideas. '\Yh~n we
rudiments of nuclear physics, if only I'd cared to.
say "author itative decision" we encompass a choice that is made after a given situation is
The first thing any normal law student does in a situation like this is to ask those who presented to the-attention of one who makes the choice and that is in accordance with the
know, the fo1tunate ones who came before and have gone to their reward.,.of A's and B's or expectations of community members about how things should be done and who should do
simply modest C's. They may be divided into sever-al categories for easy study:
them.
THE NONCHALANT QNES - These are the students who advise you to -simply
memorize the chart that sta1ts with "Establishment of Obser vational Standpoint. "You
Helpful Suggestions
need to do nothing else and are not required to understand it. "Just !]1emorize it and you
Does all this make sense? Not right away, but here are ;;ome helpful hints for those
have an easy A. I did and I never went todass." I know there are good-natured professors . who do not have a friend with nows and who have yet to start digging in:
who require less than others, but this is ridiculous. I don't recommend trusting this
l)By now a copy of the Scharpf Learning P rogram, an unpublished paper at th~ Yale
category .
Law School Library, should be on reserve here. It is an introduction to t he McDougalTHE HOPELESS ONES - This is the group who tell you they tried for months,
Lasswell language in short paragraphs. Read them in numerical. order to make things
went to every.lecture , read all the essays, still don't understand, don't think the subject
easier and you have an enticing narrative.about community process.
can be comprehended, and know that you must plod through. "Just do what ybu cari, do
2)Now read John Moore's article. It will start things rolling in any event.
your best, you'll get a little... in t he encl.. . maybe. __ J did __ .! got a C-." They remind me of
3)Read Jw·ispn1de11ce F01· a F1·ee Society, l Ga. L. Rev. (1966). You'll liRejt. lt
my mother-in-law.
reveals ttiat behind Prof. McDougal's forbidding intellect hides a p,eSsionate man. You'll
THE HELPFUL ONES - They offer to give you their outlines. They offer to
learn that la\vyers should attempt to "affect the hearts and minds of men - by changing
"explain." They can, sometimes. They give good advice. "Read all the stuff on reserve,
the fundamental perspective, the more basic demands., identifications, and expectations
read the introductory essays three or four times, go to class, pay attention. You'll get it, , of the people who maintain our process of authoritative decision and determine the
you'll see. I did. I got a B + ."
content of our public·orde!'., " In short, lav.,yers should labor for the common good.
Now, upon reflection, I ponder who these pa1ticipants are, what are thei!' perspec4)Read Suzuki now. It's all iri English. He's smart, he's articulate. You'll like him.
tives, in what situations, geographical and temporal we are interacting: Mostly :it Gil's
n)NO\V go back and read the first few essays! They are almost compi.:ehensible, not'
exactly like reading Good H ousekeepii,g, but not as bad as reading the instmctions for
putting togethe1· La ilifaclt i11e when you want to make co le-slaw.
T he rewards are surprising. There is a happy jurisprudence. You are a P mtici)1a11t.
You
are impo1tant. If you feel hopeless about the hostages and Afghanistan, do not
c-~
despair. Your demands and perspectives count. But do not sit home and bite your
fingernails or wallow in existential gloom. Go about the countryside and Co1J1Jllu11icate!
You a re part of that global p rocess, or tbe total "big booming ongoing confusion" ofa great
network of interactions. Of course your aims are exemplary, or ought to be: the furthurance of wor ld peace, the dignity of man, the widest possible distribution of goods and
services in a community.
You may even feel competent'enough to offer some hesitant criticism, the fir st sign
that you may be beginning to understand a little. If this study is conducted like a scientific
inquiry, do we give weight or other measure to the factors which we take into account,
and, ifnot, would n't two observers arrive at totally opposite conclusions about a given set
of facts? (It reminds one of the t ransempirical justifications - these are never any good,
Every year thousands of college graduates use Career Blazer$' Career
you should know that by now - employed to support the exact opposite views of natural
Clinic to open doors, get interviews and obtain offers for the best jobs. Now
law advocates who each claim to have a more.direct or recent revelation.)
.
it's your turn to take advantage of the NO-RISK $99 INVESTMENT that
Of course such doubts more than likely are the result of gaps in understanding r-a.ther
gives you everything you need for _a professional, successful job search.
than brilliance. But there is hope yet; after all, t his is not quite the middle of the semester.
Perhaps if we continue to be diligent and faitnfully add all the ingredie nts of dutiful
plodding to the meatgrinder, a comprehensible, configurativejui·isp1udence will eme1-ge,
like a neat little sausage.

Congratulations!
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__ Scholars DebBte Value of ~Higher' Ed This 1s~ue, our two le~ legends have decided to focus their biting repartee not on
NYLS s~ecifically, ~ut on a p~blem every law student thoughout tlie country has had to
f~e. ~his problem s~ply put, 1s that ofgainingadmissiorito any law school. Mr. Wheeze
will d1Scuss the ments of the current requirements (plus one additioilal requirement)
while Mr. Deedodah rejects this and any other system supported by Mr. Wheeze.
'
My Dear Tormented Zip,
Th~ f:ltility ofa simple discussion with you on basic concepts has not yet defeated me,
so at this Juncture I have chosen a topic where.on conflictis impossible - admission to law
scliool.
The common standards for admission to law school are numerical in nature- a grade
point average and an LSAT score. Now of course, one cannot dispute the infallibility of
these criteria. No self-respecting attorney would ever present himself in court knowing
full well that his LSAT fell below 600. Nor would his conscience allow him ever to
interview a client while he harbored the sordid fact that his GPA always looked up to a 3.o·.
l give you these as fair and precise. But I would embellish with one more criterion height. An individual endowed with adequate portions ofGPA and LSAT and height will
invariably become the epitome of t he stalwart advocate, the model of intelligence and
legal ability. Zip, please rest your depleted a~ention span for a few hours and digest the
l'acts a§ I have outlined them thus far: GPA plus LSAT plus Height equals Success.
Gobeil prize winner, Dr. Smuggly Smockley of Hu6bub U., has determined that, of
the many crucial factors necessary to success at law, height stands above the rest. The
greater the height, the more intimidating the presence and the less likely it is that
disputes v.;n arise. Thus justice will be done more efficiently. Apparently, according to ·
Dr. Sroockley's study, the lofty ideals .espoused by all members of the bar will be more
readily attained by an attorney whose stature alone places him at the proper altitude. Of
course, as further substantiation of Dr. Smockley's re,·elation, who can ignore that
oft-quoted statement of one of America's great leaders and legal lords, Abraham Lincoln,
who is said.to ha\"e remarked prior to the inception ofa particularily significant courtroom
batt le, "We can beat that fella. He's so short."
A brief outline of the admissions process should be given. Picture the simplicity. All
applicants to a gi,·en institution would be required to line up single file outside the school. .
There would be two lines, one for males, the other for females. The process would then
begin by instructing each applicant to walk barefoot through ari entrance way into the
admissions office. Those who could proceed through their sex's portal (slightly higher for
men than women) without bumping their heads would immediately be remo\"ed for lack of
the new crucial dimension. Those who could not would then proceed in their slightly dazed
condition to their interview with the admissions inspector. Of course, the ta.Iler the
applicant the more likely he or she will be to succeed as an attorney and the less need there
will be for the inspector to ask questions. Therefore. since the temporary superficial
damage done to the candidate by the crown of the doorway will increase in direct relation to
the distance his head exceeds the doorway, there will be decreased consciousness with the
result that unnecessary questions and tedious responses will be omitted.
Thus Zip, with the help of the unassailable conclusions of Dr. Smuggly Smockley, the
perfect system has been devised and the end goal of creating only perfect attorneys is now
in sight. Good luck in find/ng even the slightest flaw in my logic.
Always, P.

My DearP.,
For once, my old friend, you have got me. I must agree that finding only the slightest
flaw in your logic would indeed require the best ofluck.
On the other hand, finding a flaw the size of the San Andreas fault would be easy. I'm
afraid that this time you've finally flipped your lid, lost your marbles, and gone over the
edge, all at the same time. You have succeeded in taking a system, already rocked by
criticis!f1, and added the most absurd requirement ofall- height. I must assume that the
cause of this recent bout which the disease doctors can only describe as "loonyness" comes
from your many attempts at testing your new entrance procedure. You have obviously
walked into one too many low bridges, thereby causing whatever was left of your brain to
skip town. How else could you. explain your support for this ridiculous theory, put forth, I
might say, by a,man who apparently seeks to surpass even you in the race for the coveted
"Dwnber than Steve Martins' Jerk Award."
As it now stands the current requirements for entering law school are questionable in
and of themselves. While law schools must have some objective criteria for judging the
hundreds of applications they receive, to rely as heavily as they do on the scores of a
o~e-shot, fill-in-as-many-circles-as-you-can test destroys the chances of many a prospective lawyer. And to add this additional requirement that a candidate must suffer cran¥tl
discomfort at the hands of your "higher than thou" doorway only takes this system (which
seeks to restrict rather than to encourage higher education) to its ultimate and totally
ludicrous end.
I feel I must conclude this discussion before I say anything you might regret in the
morning. I can only hope that-when your ersatz brain returns from its winter hiatus you
will recognize that when great educators of the world speak of "higher" education, _!;hey
speak not in terms ofdistance from head to toe, but ofa much greater stature.
Zip
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Every time we offer simple, low-cost
air fares, the Goliaths match us by
cutting their fares.
..
So now we're going the Goliaths one
better. Again.

$50 and $100 World discount
credits.
F1y World= time, one waycoast-to-coastor to Hawaii-and we'll
give you a $50 discount credit (or $100
New York t<;> Hawaii) you can use on your
return flight-or any future fliglit on
World Airways anytime in 1980. F1y
round trip and get a double discount
credit
Whats more, our low fares are good
for every seat, every flight., every day.
Wide-bodyjets on every flight

and New York. They followed suit,
everywhere we led. But on routes we
didn't serve(such as between Los
Angeles and Boston, or between
Philadelphia and San Francisco), Goliath
didn't lower prices. They didn't have to.
And ifthat doesn't tell you who was
taking who for a jet sleigh ride, look what
happened when World was grounded by
astrikeforafewmonths. Theirprices
went back up.
Last month we resumed service. We
were hardly up to take-off speed before
Goliath matched our prices-again.
After they had only recently raised their
prices.,A&ain

HelP, keep low airfares flying.
Now we're back with simple,
low-cost air fares; they're following suit
(But only where we fly head-to-head; on
routes we don't serve it's still strictly
high-prices-as-usual.)
So whatis the difference?
World Airways wants to keep prices
down. They d?n'L

Look at the record.
Last year, we introduced simple,
low-cost, no-frills air fares. The Goliaths
responded by cutting their fares, and
adding restrictions.
We lowered prices between L.A.

-NEWYORK
-WASHINGTON, D.C.

SAN FRANCISCO.OAKt.:AND
LOS ANGELES

Now I'm notso naive as to believe
our competition is bothered by
c:o,npetition. What they don't like is our
charging ll!ss. Because that means they
can't charge you more.
As long as World is around, low.fares
will be around.
,
I'm just idealistic enough to believe
airline customers deserve to be treated
we!~ and charged fairly. And I'm proud
enough to want you to know whostarled
prices down, and who wants to keep
pricesup.
/\rid that's the World of difference.
Keeping down the high CQ/lt of air travel.
We need your support And your
business. After all, it's YQUr fight, too.
The $50 and $100 discounf credits
are just another shot in our sling to
remindyouoftha~tfact

1JATPFAR£t
(INCLJAJQ

New Yori< to:

Los Anno>Jes

$50 charge.

'

"DISCOUNT CREDITS available on
~ World A i ~ flight through Apt'il 30
O, except between Los Angeles arKi
Oakland. Credits may be used on return
flights or1111y future flight any time during
1980.
The last pa9e of yoor ticket is redeem•
able as your iscount credit. DisCQunts
may be used only by purchaser or Immediate family. If ticket ,s purchased by a
conipany, or other organ~tion. credit may
also be used t,y other ernp1c,yees or memhers of that orj;aniZa!ion.
tvlSA OR MASTERCHARGE: $183 to
Los Angeles;$267 to Honolulu : $197 to
San Franclsco.
FOR TICKETS: Visit 'M:>rld ~ · ticket counter at North ·T erminal Newark
International Airport: Marriott's Essex
House; or your local ilCketron outtet. Or
call your travel agent or World Airways:
800-227-1527.

EDWARD J. DALY

p,..idmJandC/ioinxanqf/Jit BoanJ
WorldAintiays. lltC.
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$180
$ 50
Honolulu
$264
$\00
San Francisco/Oakland
$19-4
$ 50
Cancellation within 7 days of departure:
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Supreme bt. Anties; Tribe l!Joes it ·Better

By Anthony J. Belkowski
·BRETHREN by Bob Woodward
d Scott Armstrong (Simon and Schus467 pgs.,.$13.95)
While he was still a court of appeals
u.clge, Wan-en Burger, in a speech to the
hio Judicial Conference stated: "A court
hich is final and unreviewable needs more
ful scrutiny t han any other. Unreviewle power is the most likely to engage in
· passionate self-analysis...In a country
· e ours, no public institution, or the peoe who operate it, can be above public
ebate." My how times have changed. The
rethren, co-authored by Bob WOO.dward
of All the President's Men fame) and Scott
~strong is an attempt to bring the be. d-the-scenes manuvering on the Sureme Court to public ':lcruntiny, or, if you
a fan oftne ChiefJustice, just another
attempt to make some money.
'

i

Tales of the Bench
Without a doubt The Brethren is the
~ost entertaining book about the Supreme
Court that this reviewer has· ever read.
~e book is replete with anecdotes offering
'a view of the Justices as human beings with
.all of their frailties and virtues (some being
less virtuous than others). Many of these
~tories deal with CN,ef Justice Burger's alleged arrog-~nce, pompousness, under.handedness, lack of intelligence and the
:reactio,ns of the otherJustices to him. Somestories are quite humerous, especially the
.ones dealing with the Court's viewing of
pornographic movies in order to come to a
decision in a
In anot}ler episode
Charles Reich was trying to convince his
ailing friend Justice Douglas to resign from
the Court. Reich -finally became exasperated by the feisty Douglas and asked him
.h6w he could decide cases when he could
not even read, to which Douglas respond"ed, "I'll listen to-see how the Chief votes
and ".Ote the other way."
Other stories are more disheartening,
:especially the one dealing with Justice
Douglas's vain attempt to-remain an active
member of the Court following his resignation. Even his closest colleagues on the
Court had no choice but toignore him when
lhe "tenth member" wished to have his
opinion on a case released with the Court's
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U.S . S upreme Court Justices
interviewed more than two hundred peo- AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW various constitutional doctrines are interple, including several Justices, more than by Laurence Tribe (Foundation Press, connected and offers predictions on the fu170 former law clerks, and several dozen 1£04 pp. and supP,lement, 109 pp.)
ture course the law may take. A student
formei, Court employees, all of these
One would think-that the last thing a rea1ing Tribe's book comes away with the
sources have been kept confidential. The 1aw student forced to wade through Gun- feeling that there has been somP. cohP.rence
authors freely admit to this but maintain ther's casebook on constitutional law would · in the long line of Supreme Court decisions
that an assurance of confidentiality was need is another twelve-hundred page tome as opposed to the view given by Gunther's
necessary to gain the cooperation of these to read (not including an obligatory supple- casebook that the only thing consistent
sources.
ment of course). Yet, Ame1-iccm Co11sfit11a about the Supreme Court is its inconsisAnother major flaw with The Bretln·en tio11al L(tw is one volume on this subject tency.
is the attribution of thoughts, feelings, con- which this reviewer believes every law stuThe supplement is a work unto itself.
clusions, predispositions and motivations dent should own, even if you decided to buy Rather than attempting to present the
to-each of the Justices by the authors. Al- Legalines instead ofGunther's collection of material in a manner which invites direct
though many of these interpretations may unanswered questions.
insertion into parts of the· ma.in volume,
be reasonably drawn from the actions of
In this volume Professor Tribe at" Tribe has opted for the use of an unbroken
the Justices and the documents the authors tempts to present a "unified analysis ofcon- narrative.style which in effect makes the
claim to possess, it does seem that these stitutional law." Tribe accomplishes this supplement a mini-volume of the original
characterizations rely on evidence even feat by offering a sy1>tematic treatment of text. Without a doubt this approach will
more tenuous than the other sources relied the subject using seven analytic models serve to aid, rather than confuse the stuon by the authors in detailing the Court's which not only eml:irace the case law but dent since the supplement can be read
own.
beh~d-the-scenes activity.
also social and political theories as well. apart from the text in order to gain insight
Lack of Documentation
Despite
these
shortcomings
The
Being the complete opposite' of Gunther's into recent developments in the law.
Although The Breth1·en might seem to
American Co11stit11tio11al Lmc is certhe general public to be a brilliant piece of Bretlll'en makes for interesting reading. It casebook which is a hodgepodge of cases
investigative journalism it does suffer from offers a new perspective on an institution broken up by questions which tend to con- tainly a must for any law student and will
one devastating flaw, a Jack of documenta- which is poorly understood by the general fuse rather than illuminate, Tribe offers a prove invaluable as a tool for any practicing
coherent narrative whi~h shows how the lawyer faced with a constitutional issue.
tion. Although the authors claim to have public.

case. .

Brandfon...

Answers etc ...
(contin'uedfrom page nine)

traditional legal education is lacking. Law
students are never taught before accepting an assignment to ask the following
questions: 1. Whose interests is the law
serving here? 2. Whose is. it harming?;
and, most importantly, 3. "How do I feel
about that result?" It is the failure on the
part of the la~ers to ask such questions
that has resulted in the consistently poor
showing lawyers achieve in the periodic
public ot>ini~n polls which ask the ~eri, -ean public which occupations or professions
it feels are worthy of respect. It is the
6tilure to ask such questions (and the lure
-0f large fees) that has resulted in the lawyer being, primarily, an agent of the status
,uo rather than a leader in the battle for
lrogressive reform; the defender of those
ho have the most rather than of those
tin need oflegal aid and protection.

'(continued from page si:cJ
It is the (unfortunately neglected) re-

eventually be employed in a medium-sized
law firm. He alSQ applied for a position in
the Bronx District Attorney's office, based
upon hjs interest in criminal law.
Martin is still a little ambivalent about
law. "I still find ft hard to see myself as a
lawyer," he confesses, but notes that he
has "invested a lot of time and effort in law
school," and that he will "apply himself with
diligence" to whatever position he eventually accepts. H1s wife, he acknowledges,
has helped smooth the transition for him.
Since their marriage last summer, he
claims to be a ''different person," thltnks to
his spouse's support.

sponsibility of the law schools to present
this dilemma to their students and to make
a v'ailable the material we need to be able to
adequately analyze and intelligently resolve this problem. The final responsibility,
· however, is with each individual law student (and lawyer). At some point each law
student and every lawyer must decide for
him/herself whether he/she is going to be
an agent of freedom and dignity, a defender of the alii:mated, disenfranchised major;ity, or just another attorney using his/
her skill and education to protect the status
quo and further the interests of those who
already have so very much. Somewhere
When asked for a final comment,
down the line we will each have to answer
Martin
urges that the student body and
to ourselves for the choices we make today.
faculty members at the New York Law'
Yours truly, School support the Third Second Annual
Daniel Rupert New York Law School Revue, which is

being jointly sponsored by the New York
Law School, the Student Bar Association,
and Phi Delta Phi. Participation in the Revue is open to a,ll, and l!nyone interested
may get in touch with either Martin Br,mdfon or Cliff Greene as soon as possible. The
event 'Will be held March ~9 at the Murray
Bergtraum High School Auditorium (corner of Pearl Street and Park Row, behind
Police Plaza). Admission is ~3.00.

WAN1'ED!
Equitas needs typewriters, .
especially electric ones. ~ nerous
tax deductible gifts from Alumni
would be highly appreciated.
Our hand cranked models have
given their last.
THANKS!!
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Law & Pacifism

.A· Respons~ to ,Pbtitical Crisis,
1 . : . - - - - - - - - - - - -·By Erik Strangeways ---------...;J
Peacemaking i.s Hard is the title of a poem by D@iel Berrigan. It is-alsothe exii,es.
sion of a reality that members of the pe~ce movement are facing both nationally and at~
Student Center on Law and Pacifism here at the New York Law School. In the wakeofdie
crises in Iran and Afghanistan ind the renewed military buildup, peacemaking is su~
· hard. Bul;just as surely, contend the peacemakers, the work must go_on. In fact, i_ntimes
of international tension, the need for peace is greater. One of the qnly things that maybe
effecth;e in preventing further escalation of the. arms race is the·perception by govetq.
ment leaders that militaristic actions will precipitate widespread resistance from aD
sectors ofsociety.
'
In times ofcrisis,-the failure to ask critical questions may _pose as serious aprobL!mas
the specific actions which are taken. SoII!e of the que~ion~ which the Student Centerim
Law and Pac?1sm calls to the attent ion. of the N~LS ~ommunity are: ~t..,is~
national secunty? Can there be a real national security without arms reduction? lriUiis
context, if the SALT· II treaty was negotiated to improve U.S. security (and tJi1s
obviously was the intention; the tre~ty certainly was not negotiated as a favor to the
Russians), should ratification of the treaty be delayed or cancelled because ofa crisiswitli
the Soviets? Is the treaty needed even mor~ now? How do we envision our relatilns
with the Soviets over the next two decades? Are we conscious of the long-term pi~as
we react in the current crises? Or, are we unthinkingly setting in motion events
1ead to world instability or even nuclear holocaust?
·
A more immediate question also ahead: will there be a draft in your future? TheStudent Center on L aw and Pacifism has joined with other groups and individuals in fol'llllll
a campus anti-draft organization called Mobilization Against the Draft (MAD). 'I1li8
campus gn;,up supports the national group of the same name. A petition drive·•
recently conducted in the student lounge. Numerous signatures were collected fromidh
those who ar.e opposed to any draft on principle and those who simply, f~el that adrafUs
not warranted at this time. These.signatures will be sent to members of the Senate.a,nl
the House of Representatives. While there is opposition in Congress to'the draft, therels
no room·for complacency, according to anti-draft organizers; the draft is ~till a very real
possibility. Nor, say t he activists, should one assume that only registration will
once young people have been registered, the pressure will be great to resume the aetiii1
draft. Aside from stimulating opposition to the draft, the. NYLS anti-draft group.ta,
seeks to inform the student body about the issue generally, so that the students wili'lie
prepared to counsel their future clients on Selective Service law if a draft is institutecf"
. The current priorityo'fthe NYLS anti-draft group is to encourage students toat"t.i.
the national anti-draft march in Washington on Saturday, March 22. The~mml'ias
been endorsed by many national organizations and political figures, including thei:JJt
Student Ass.ociation and Congresspersons Ronald Dellums, Ted Weiss and Rotied
·Kastenmeier. March organizers have linked the opposition to the draft ~th a eall"it
increased job opportunities. What is needed are jobs, not war preparations, they sai_;
At NYLS, an informational meeting on the-draft and a sale ofbustickets to
ton are planned as of this writing. Anti-draft workers lfere have set as a goal the
'
of at least one busload ofstudents (about 50 people) from this school tc> Washington..' :
ask that students, despite busy law school schedules, take a Saturday off and giiij
Washington, not only to contribute to world peace and a better America, but also to les&ta
the likelihoodthat they or their relatives or friends will be drafted.

thatqy

By Laurie Chisolm
New York Law School's five-member
team took second place honors at the annual Jessup International Law Moot Court
Competition March 8 and 9. Brooklyn Law
School, this year's host, took first place
amidst some controversy concerning the
administration and judging of the competition. The NYLS •team was composed of
Mark Conrad, Robert Conroy, David Fier,
Michael Margello and Svetlana Petroftand
was coached by Professor Christine
Chinkin.
Ten schools competed in this Eastern
Regional competition. The first placEJ winner will go to the national competition in
Washington, D.C. on April.15 through 18.
The ,vinner of the national competition will
compete in an international competition on
April 19.
. "The Outer Space Liability Case'' was
the title selected by the NYLS team for its
brief which placed third in the written competition. The complex fact pattern, described by one member as a ''modem-day
R~lsgraf," presented various aspects of in-

~w@11@l

ternational law. Liability for nuclear
weapons tests and explosions in outer
space, permissible uses of direct broadcasting from geostationary satellites, and
treaty interpretation were among the ·issues argued.
A "tremendous sense of relief and elation," \\'.as expressed by Svetlana Petroffat
the end of the oral arguments. J:lob Conroy
observed that participating in the Jessup is
"one of the few times law students really
cooperate with one another."
Indeed, these five students have been
working in concert since last'fall when their
initial research began, Their written
efforts cuhninated on February 8, when
the two briefs, one for the applicant and
one for the respondent, were completed.
Students interested in participating
on next year's team are advised that a
course in public international law is indispensable since the topics chosen tend to be
broad and to require a basic lmowledge of·
international law. Moot court experience,
while not mandatory, is certainly
beneficial.

~ @rnrufi@@@fu)

~@lIB@Ilu~

Applications ate,_!10.w being accepted for consideration for the ''Franklyn C ..Setaro
School Spirit and Service A ward."
The Dwight Inn Chapter of 'the International Legal Fraternity Phi Delta Phi presents this award annually at commenee.ment to a graduating studentfor notable services
to law school community life. .
·
_
This award competition is open .to all graduating students (day and evening division)
regardless of membership in the Fraternity.
T~e application should state what the applicant has ~complished during his sojourn
atNYLS.
Please submit applications by April 8, 1~80 to Svetlana V. Petroff, Chairman,
Awards Committee.

Let.·ILoOse·
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"Legal Beagle" and "Legal Eagle"
illustrated American-Made, Poly~Cotton
· T-Shirts. S-M-L-XI. Yellow, tani·white,
It. blue, navy;.
$4.99 ea.
Davidi!Rutman { NY~S st~dent)
30·Clin'ton :St·.
-Brooklyn, NY 1.1'201
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Frosh· Rcntnp· Ser:1iors 42~7;
1

by Frank Sheehan
On Sunday, March 2, t he Graduating class of 1980 was routed by the class of
1982 in a football game held in Central
Park. The Class of 1980 was represented
by members of Law Review, Moot Court,
and the.Student Bar Association. The confrontation date was chosen after negotiations that took approximately four weeks.
The first year students finished victoriously with a score of 42-7. They scored the
first goal and maintained control throughout the game. They were led by quarterbl':ck John Leitner, who ran for two touch-

. . ·1·1~

.l' . -

··

downs and threw for three more. Bob Wolf
led all receivers with two touchdown~
tions and Mitch Cohen added anotlier
touchdown catch. The Class of 1982 •
revealed a courageous defense led by~
nis Gaughan and Eric Michaels, an SBA
representative.
The Graduating Class exhibited:)&
athletic skills on the field with the-~
of SBA. President Vincent O'Hara:am
the hard-hitting of Armand Fr:ied, a~
ber of Law Review on loan from the Clas&
of 1981.
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WE FEATURE ALL TYPES OF
·DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED WINES AT
DRASTICALLY REDUCED -PRICES
COME IN AND SEE OUR
HOLIDAY INFLATION FIGHTERS
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Is Ethics Too Much To Ask For 7
by Andrew J. F ranklin

On f th ·t
f
.
eito . e ri es O passage at Ne:-7 York Law School is ~ two-credit course iri legal
eth1cs. . 1s mandatory. • and
there
lS always the
, ibili"tY of f:ai·1ure 1or
" the truJy
.
.
. poss
regress1ve or unenthus1asbc student who JUST WANTS TO PRACTICE LAW MAN
AND -~ESIDES WHAT IS THIS CRAP ANYWAY? Unfortunately, the auth: nticall;
un_ethical among us- the megaloJJ1aniacs, liars, and moral pimps- have no problem with
thlS ~ort ofco~e. But what should be expected? A course in legal ethics may simply exist
to raise c~nsci_ousness, or to cause a student to pause, briefly, to consfder that there are
moral chmce~ m the wor~d a~d that upon indictment for a crime that is the legal equivalent
ofthe My Lai massacre 1t will not ~uffice to posit the defense of only following orders or t o
say that everyone around you was also doing the same thing. However, it is my contention
that t~e thrust of the course is misguided as well as irrelevant. Irrelev ant, because for
most if not all of the s tuents NYLS ethical characters have already been developed for
better 0 ~ worse, an? all _that remains for the next fo1ty years is to avoid capture and
pros~:ut1on. To ~void do1~g harm to others is, afte1: all, a nob1e goal, despite its lack of
ambition or media attractiveness. The course is misguided because it fails to attack the
disease whose symptoms are evident throughout the school.
_
Example~ abound in the library, where books are negligently left unshelved because
the user was Just too busy to attend the such a mundane task; :where egocentric elitists
gather cow¢ reporters and law reviews and pompously leave notes on the stacks commanding all the sundry not to move a single volume (after all, th~ numbering system on
the volumes is there oi:ily for ornament); where books are deliberately hidden or misplaced
to p r event other students from finding·a particular case or to preserve a specific piece of
choice knowledge for one person; where examinations and articles left on reserve are
stolen by thieves who are enrolled as students at NYLS; where not only are the regulations ,regarding the censumption of food and drink flouted (which probably isn't so
terrible) but where garbage and filth is left behi~d on the tables and in the desks (which is
plain disgusting).
1
And there is lyfug. Deliberate misstatements of facts by students in the Letters to
the Editor column of this newspaper over the past two years are easily documented. Of
cour se, when you consider the framework in which we operate, it is a wonder that lying is
not more widespread. We have an adminstration that "refinalizes" a final, final examination schedule after r egistra~ion and then claims that everyone knew the new rules when
this is just not so. There is institutionalized falsehood represented by the farce of filing
Certificates of. Attendance attesting to faithful participation in all but 10% of scheduled
classes. It is easier to accept signed affadivits that mean nothing than to attempt to
change an absurd requirement propagatd by the New York State Court of Appeals. So,
early on in our careers, even before we become officers of the court, even while we study
to become worthy enough to wear the cloth, we learn.the full value of our signatures. Here
at the seminary, we see tpat if God is not dead He at least tm11S His head at, "minor"
infractions.
·
If environment shapes behavior, consider the climate at NYLS. A published question regarding the selection of winners in a past Human Rights Review writing competion
goes unanswered because, despite its allegation of impropriety, it was not "submitted to
the Editorial Board in a proper manner." A past president of the Student Bar Association
evidently expended student funds to send his friends off to a basketball tournament; too
bad that he failed to ask for a vote on the expenditure. Another student leader invented
his own meta-language in order to interpret the school constitution to his own advantage.
This author had a piece on the Bologna Law Program deliberately omitted from an issue of
EQUITAS, so that it wouldn't interfere with the whitewash of the summer program. The
allegations of cheating on final examinations seem to be increasfng. Now it may be coming
out that the school's administration covers up such allegations and, in fact, treats the
students who attempt to correct this situation as criminals. As the tuition continues to rise
(and loan ceilings , grants, and TAP allowances do not) the Dean·of the school ce1tainly
becomes no poorer. There is a widespread belief that the Dean of Admissions, Mr.
, Anthony Scanlon, was graced with his position not because of his other qualifications but
merely because he is related to Judge Re. When an allegation is made in EQUITAS that the
anonymous grading system is less than foolproof, a vitriolic attack is launched by a
member of the administration at the s tudents involved on the paper. A well-liked professor leaves the faculty and claims that a "climate of fear " pervades the school. And
somewhere, somehow, a sizable number of students with whom I've spoken have de- ·
veloped the queer notion that, while other law schools build their reputations on the
e..xcellence of their students, NYLS is building its reputation on the elimi_nation of its
students.
·

a s a lawyer without understanding the traditions, history, and philosophies oflaw. Whose
footsteps will you be following? If you don't know what there is to live up to how will you
·
·
· a downward spiral
· of ever-decreasing
' · expectacond uct your professional
affairs?
Is life
tions?
The disease to which I referred much earlier has to do with anomie and aimlessness.
The disease is manifested by an imbalance between values and experiences and
knowledge, and the cure is the provision of a professional framework. The cure is professionalism, from which will flow such worthwhile attribu~s as responsibility, honesty, and
control.Just as anyone can.be taught to kill effectively and efficiently, anyone can be given
the techniques of legal procedure. Without a spiritual or intellectual framework all he is
is an unguided missile, subject to subsequent misdirection. The symptoms of t he lack of
professionalism are evident throughout the system at NYLS. ·'l\vo credits in the last
semester of the third year oflaw school is worse than doing not hing at all, since it gives the
illusion of accomplishment. And careers built on illusion are simply that, an illusion.

National Lawyers .Guild ,
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The Draft - Threat to SQciety
- - - - - - - - - - - - by Linda Stanch-- - - - - - - - - - - . J
Rei~tatement of the draft appears imminent , considering the current militaristic
trend sweeping the.country in this election year. The National Lawyers Guild has come
out strongly against pointing to increased military belligerence, threats against Third
World countries, and the U.S. government and corporate interests' commitment to
greater world-wide military activity.
There has never been a registration without a draft and never a draft without a war.
President Carter clings to the draft in an attempt to mask the pervasive problems of
inflation and unemplo_yment: Cun-ently, these problems create a form of economic conscription which force young men and women to enlist in the military to survive in this
country. This conscription falls most heavily on minorities and the poor.
On March 18, the NYLS Anti-Draft Coalition and the Guild will cosponsor an
informational seminar on the impending draft and its political ramifications in Room A-302
at 4:00. A Guild lawyer will speak on t he anticipated.changes in the draft law including the
more limited deferments and the limited time in which to file for those deferments.
l\ilichael Oden of the Union of Radical Political Economists will discuss the expanding
military budget and its effects on the draft.

JJlacks Britannica .
Blacks B1·itmw ica is a film that presents an analysis of British racism in a working
cl.ass, bl~ck perspective. It has been condemned officially by the Bdtish government as a
'"danger" an,d supressed by court injuncti,ons in the U.S. and England. WGBH, the public
television station in Boston which originally commissionea the making of the film, refused
io broadcast the original version. The station later aired a brutally censored version from
which the filmmakers and participants dissociated themselves entirely. A lawsuit was
subsequently filed in federal court against the television station.
Black Britannica will be shown at NYLS on March;¾ in Room A-501 at 4:00. After
the film a member of the legal defense team, which is headed by attorney Micha~! Tigar,
will speak about the lawsuit.

The dominant ethic at NYLS is not the making of money. It is basic survival. It is an
ethic evidently not covered by the Code of Professional Responsibility (which is being
revised anyway). It is typified by the attitude that encourages students to lay low and
keep their heads down for three years, to take the degree and run. Survival is not
necessarily bad, but without more it produces people. who simply react to intrusions into
their compartmentalized lives . The "more" that has been missing and that ~annot be
supplie·~by a two-credit course in leg al ethi'cs is a sense of being, aknow!edge ofwh9 you
will be as a lawyer. When I left Quantico, Virginia, after ten months of training, I knew
that I was a Marine officer. I understood the gravity of my responsibility, both to the
Corps and to t he Marines who would be placed in my charge. I believed in a tradition and a
history that I would have to live up to and I had a sense of my place in the greater
scheme of t hings. And I was not. a1one. Two hundred and fifty other lieutenants left wit h
much the same notion. Our background$ we1·e at least as diver se as t hose at NYLS; we
began as individuals and ended as individua ls in all but one vital area: our professional
responsibilities. In t his area, we at least started our careers with a singular philosophy of
excellence.
I believe that all of us here at NYLS have alr eady developed our own systems of
va1ues . These won't be changed, but their applic~tion could certainly be better directed if
,an attempt were made t6 provide students witn an orientll~ion in the P,-o_f e.~siun of Lew~
How can you answer the basic questio11s of who you are as a Jav;.yer and who you should be
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